LABURNUM COTTAGE
RUNCORN ROAD
LITTLE LEIGH
NORTHWICH
CW8 4QX
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GUIDE PRICE £500,000
MISREPRESENTATION ACT 1967.
Messrs Wright Marshall for themselves and for the vendors or Lessors of this property, whose agents they are, give notice that:
1. The particulars are set out as general outline only for the guidance of intending purchasers, and do not constitute, nor constitute part of, an
offer or contract.
2. All descriptions and references to condition and necessary permissions for use and occupation, and other details are given in good faith and are
believed to be correct but any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact but must satisfy
themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them.
3. No person in the employment of Messrs. Wright Marshall has any authority to make any representation whatever in relation to this property.

www.wrightmarshall.co.uk
Knutsford@wrightmarshall.co.uk
T. 01565 621624

*** ABSOLUTELY GORGEOUS! *** A PERFECT SPACE TO
WORK FROM HOME *** “I fell in love with it as soon as I walked
through the door”. 15 years on, the sellers still love their beautiful
family home, but the time has come to downsize. Find out more …
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Accommodation with approximate dimensions comprises:

GROUND FLOOR
ENTRANCE HALL
with two stores leading off it

DINING ROOM
KITCHEN
LOUNGE
FAMILY ROOM
GARDEN ROOM/ OFFICE
FIRST FLOOR
BEDROOM 1
DRESSING ROOM/ BED 5
BEDROOM 2
BEDROOM 3
BEDROOM 4
LANDING
BATHROOM
GARAGE
Currently used as a gym

DRIVEWAY
Parking for 5+ cars

TENURE
Freehold

